ABSTRACT Dynamic wireless power transfer (DWPT) of electric vehicles employing individual transmitters is getting popular owing to the advantages of high efficiency and less unwanted magnetic field emissions. However, too many power supply devices and passive components of compensation networks will make individual-transmitter-type DWPT systems under intense cost pressure for a long charging lane. Besides, circuit parameters of different transmitters will be different due to unignored component errors. Therefore, in this paper, a cost-reducing multiplexing LCC module (MLM) is proposed, and the effects of passive component errors are considered. An MLM makes unenergized transmitter work as a part of LCC compensation network resulting in no additional inductor. Simultaneously, one power inverter is shared by two transmitters in an MLM and 50% of inverters can be reduced. A novel distribution method and matched controlling storage of MLMs are proposed so that any two adjacent transmitters can be controlled independently and simultaneously. Due to passive component errors, unwanted reactive load will be placed on the inverter, and different transmitters will have different output power even in the same coupling and loading condition. A voltage adjustment method and a redistribution of passive components for MLMs are proposed to solve these problems. At last, a 6-kW-level laboratory scale prototype has been constructed and tested.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the environmental problems and energy pressure, the promotion of electric vehicles is gaining more attention. Dynamic wireless power transfer (DWPT) of electric vehicles can effectively improve the endurance of EVs and reduce the size of battery packs. It makes the energy supply more secure and reliable [1] - [5] . DWPT systems can be classified into long-track type(LTT) [6] - [9] and individual-transmitter type(ITT) [10] - [12] according to the length of primary transmitting coils. LTT has a long track(e.g. 100m), and multiple EVs can be powered simultaneously. LTT has advantages of simple structure and low cost. But low efficiency and unwanted magnetic field emissions are its main drawbacks because the whole length of primary coil will be energized even if only one EV is powered. Besides, it is difficult to design total power capacity of the power supply which directly connects to the long-track coil, because EVs' number can hardly be estimated for a long road lane. Therefore, a method of segmented tracks is required. For ITT, a single power supply powers a single EV by energizing its own individual transmitter which can be turned off when the EV leaves, and the length of transmitter usually smaller than the EV length. Hence, power capacity of each power supply can be obtained easily(which meets a single EV load demand), higher efficiency and lower magnetic field emissions are available [10] .
Literatures show that LCL topology [10] , [13] - [17] and series LC topology [6] are the common used primary compensation networks for DWPT. Compared with series LC, LCL performs better in power conversion efficiency over the full range of coupling and loading imposed, and its constant current source characteristic make its closed-loop control implementation easier [18] . But LCL requires an inductor whose inductance is same as transmitter's. It may cause difficulty on system converter design when large selfinductance transmitters are used. As an improved topology of LCL, LCC [11] - [13] , [19] can solve this problem by an additional capacitor. Thus, inductor size can be reduced and the design of compensation network is more flexible.
Individual-transmitter type with primary LCC topology has been a preferred basic structure in many studies [11] , [13] , [19] which is likely to be a future implementation of DWPT. But the construction cost is of great concern as too many power supplies and compensation components are used. In mass production for long-lane DWPT, using complex coupling mechanisms [6] will generate unavoidable manufacturing errors of coil inductance. Passive component errors should also be considered especially for high order compensation network like LCC. All these errors will make the input impedance of each transmitter different. So the working states of transmitters are different even in the same coupling and loading condition, and few studies have been done to this problem.
Therefore, in this paper, a new multiplexing LCC module(MLM) is proposed, which can make unenergized transmitter work as a part of LCC compensation network. As a result, in this MLM type DWPT system(MDS), less capacitors and no additional inductors are used, and 50% of power supplies are reduced. In order to make any two adjacent transmitters can be controlled independently and simultaneously, a unique distribution method of MLMs is proposed. Due to passive component errors, unwanted reactive load will be placed on the inverter, moreover, different MLMs and their different working modes will have different output power even in the same coupling and loading condition. To solve these problems, a voltage adjustment method and a redistribution of passive components are proposed. This paper is structured as below. Section II gives a brief overview of MDS and conventional ITT DWPT systems using LCC. Basic operation of A MLM is also proposed. Section III illustrates the distribution method and the matched control strategy of a single MLM based on -type core transmitter and dual-phase coil receiver. Section IV analyses the effects of component errors, and redistribution of passive components used in MDS is proposed to make the single MLM have symmetric two working modes. Then, voltage adjustment of each inverter output voltage is also proposed, it makes different MLMs have the same output power when considering the same coupling and loading condition. Section V verifies the switching processes of a single MLM. 6-kW experiments are presented to prove the feasibility of A MLM. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section VI. Fig. 1 shows the current individual-transmitter type DWPT systems using LCC topology. Fig. 1(a) is a normal ITT system(NIS) that each transmitter is powered by its own inverter through direct connection. So each transmitter can be controlled independently and simultaneously. But the inverter cost is a big problem when considering a large number of transmitters.
II. CURRENT INDIVIDUAL-TRANSMITTER TYPE DWPT SYSTEMS WITH LCC
Multiple transmitters can be in parallel [11] , and we can use simple switches to control turn ON and OFF of these transmitters [21] , [22] . Fig. 1(b) is an example of this paralleltransmitter type DWPT system(PDS). Two transmitters are connected to a single inverter through their own switches. It should be noticed that if an inverter powers more transmitters, the required capacity of inverter will increase because multiple EVs may run in the energized area which belongs to the single inverter. Primary coil length can be designed to be the half of EV length, thus, without increasing inverter capacity, it is preferred that one inverter powers two transmitters. PDS seems to be a good choice to reduce 50% of power supplies. But the transmitters from the same inverter can not realize their close-loop control simultaneously. For example, inverter1 cannot control the current of P 1 and P 2 at the same time. Hence, system cannot be well controlled when EV is above the middle of P 1 and P 2 . Fig. 1(c) is the proposed MLM type DWPT system (MDS), and the part in each dotted box is a multiplexing LCC module(MLM). Different with Fig. 1(b) , the first and the third transmitters belong to the first MLM, then the second and the forth transmitters belong to the second MLM. In this distribution, any two adjacent transmitters can be controlled independently and simultaneously. Besides, A MLM can make the pair of transmitters work as a part of compensation network for each other by controlling simple switches to work in different modes as shown in Fig. 2 . Under mode 1 in Fig. 2(a) , S 1 is on and S 2 is off, transmitter T 2 works as a part of T 1 's LCC compensation network, and power is transferred from T 1 to receiver. Mode 2 is similar to type 1 as shown in Fig. 2(b) , S 2 is on and S 1 is off, T 1 works as a part of T 2 's LCC compensation network, and power is transferred from T 2 to receiver. Fig. 3 is the number of devices used by NIS, PDS and MDS when 4 transmitters are employed. Compared with NIS, both PDS and MDS can save 50% of inverters at the cost of additional switches. Compared with NIS and PDS, MDS can save 25% of capacitors and save 100% of inductors, so the cost of compensation networks can be greatly reduced. These performances of MDS might have significance for the application of ITT DWPT with LCC topology. But for a real roadway system, two issues should be noticed. First, different with PDS, MDS needs a unique distribution method to make any two adjacent transmitters can be controlled independently and simultaneously. Second, transmitter coils and compensation capacitors have unignored manufacturing errors, which will make MLMs work in different states even in the same coupling and loading condition. It will be illustrated in Section III and IV.
III. DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL STRATEGY OF MDS
From Fig. 1(c) , we can see that any two adjacent transmitters can be energized simultaneously but not three. Because MLM cannot make its two transmitters energized at the same time. Here, the operational processes of MLM1 and MLM2 are exactly the same. Thus, we just need to analyze the distribution of a single MLM.
A. COUPLING MECHANISM
Magnetic coupling mechanism is the key component to realize dynamic wireless charging, but is not the point in this paper. Here we discuss it just to assist the explanation of the following distribution method. Based on I-type power supply rail [6] , [7] , a magnetic-core-reduced -type transmitter is used as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Dual-phase coil receiver is used which is consisted of two DD coils in Fig. 4(b) . DD coil1 and DD coil2 are in parallel after rectifying as shown in Fig. 5 . Hence, only one DD coil is working, and equivalent mutual inductance M DQ is the larger one of M D and M Q . Here, M D and M Q are the mutual inductance between transmitter and DD coil1, transmitter and DD coil2 respectively. 
B. DISTRIBUTION OF A MLM
According to the different positions of receiver, the working area of A MLM is divided into five parts: area a, The boundaries of energized areas are decided by the value of mutual inductance. And in this paper we choose the area whose mutual inductance larger than 17uH as the energized area. Fig. 8 shows the distribution of energized and unenergized areas with different positions of receiver. Red area is T 1 's energized area, and blue area is T 2 's energized area.
For the distribution of A MLM, two requirements should be satisfied. First, only one of T 1 and T 2 can be deep coupled with receiver at anytime, it means l c should have a certain length. For example, in Fig. 8 , when receiver is at B2, the mutual inductance of receiver and T 2 is almost zero due to the existence of l c . Thus when receiver is deep coupled with T 1 in area b, T 2 is almost uncoupled with receiver, and this l c is satisfied. Second, only one of T 1 and T 2 can transfer power to receiver at a time, so the following requirement is proposed.
(1) makes only one receiver can overlap area b or area c. D EV can be estimated by the driving safety distance [20] . Using ''2 seconds rule'' to represent D EV by EV speed v (km/h), (1) can be rewritten to (2) .
Here, we consider small and medium EVs and use the parameters in TABLE 2. Then, the minimum value of v can be obtained from (2), it is 8.6km/h. In other word, when EVs' speed is higher than 8.6km/h, two adjacent EVs will not appear in all energized areas of A MLM simultaneously in most cases. Sometimes the behavior of the driver is uncontrolled, so a first-come-first-served rule should be followed. For example, in Fig.7 , MLM preferentially makes T 2 work in power transmission mode(mode 2). T 1 cannot work in power transmission mode(mode 1) until receiver1 leaves area d.
C. SWITCHING CONTROL STRATEGY OF A MLM
According to the position of receiver midpoint F, control strategy of A MLM is proposed in TABLE 3. B1, B2, D1, D2 are the boundaries of energized areas(shown in Fig. 8 ). Superscripts ''−'', ''+'' represent left limit and VOLUME 6, 2018 right limit of the position point. We can see that the actions of S1 and S2 are always happening when inverter is off. So the switches S1 and S1 do not have to cut off the current.
Moreover, all these actions of inverter and switches are completed in unenergized areas which have the certain length, therefore there is a certain amount of time for system to detect and switch.
IV. COMPONENTS REDISTRIBUTION AND VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT OF MDS
A. PASSIVE COMPONENT ERRORS component errors of compensation networks are usually ignored in most studies, but in a real roadway system these passive components usually have ±5% errors(sometimes even ±10%) which will cause an unwanted reactive load to be placed on the inverter.
Because mode 1 and mode 2 have the same working principle, we only analyze the performance of mode1. Fig. 9 is the Equivalent circuit of A MLM from primary side under Mode 1. We neglect the parasitic resistances of the passive elements as they are assumed to be small. M s is the mutual inductance between transmitter and receiver. U inv is the inverter output voltage. There are 3 kinds of passive components: series capacitor C 1 (C 2 ), transmitter inductor L p1 (L p2 ) and parallel capacitor C m .
C 0 , L p0 and C m0 are the standard values of C 1 (C 2 ), L p1 (L p2 ) and C m . The idea reactance of transmitter is X p0 . X p1 and X p2 are the transmitter reactance of T 1 and T 2 with errors.
Considering the maximum error-caused ranges of X p1 (X p2 ), we make L p1 (L p2 ) and C 1 (C 2 ) have the same positive error or the same negative error. So we define error 1 ( error 2 ) as the error of X p1 (X p1 ).
Then the ideal resonant frequency f 0 (angular frequency ω 0 ) of the circuit is given.
Here inverter working frequency f (angular frequency ω) and receiver resonant frequency f s (angular frequency ω s ) are equal to f 0 .
Thus, the reflected impedance Z r will present a purely real load to primary side, and is expressed as
For the full bridge rectifier with capacitive filter, the relationship between the AC equivalent load resistance R Leq and load resistance R L is deduced as
Thus, the load output power P out1 under mode 1 is
Due to (12) and no parasitic resistances, (15) can be expressed as (16) .
I p1 is expressed as (17) , as shown at the bottom of this page. U inv is the inverter output voltage(voltage RMS). I s1 is the current(current RMS) in receiver, and I p1 is the current(current RMS) in transmitter T 1 under mode 1.
In this paper, we consider that all MLMs and their working modes are in the same coupling and loading condition. It means that different MLMs and their own two working modes have the same reflected impedance Z r .
VOLUME 6, 2018 Besides, the voltage control is used, so U inv is fixed for a single MLM. The main parameters are shown in Table 4 . Fig . 10 shows the effects caused by errors of capacitance C m . Fig. 10(a) shows the output power P out1 at various load resistances with changing errors of C m . P out1 increases with the increase of error m , and it will be more sensitive to the changes of error m when load resistance decreases. It is mainly because that error m directly affects I p1 in (17) and then affects P out1 in (16) . We can see that the difference between P out1 @ + 5% error m and P out1 @ − 5% error m is 4kW at heavy load (RL=4 ). Thus, for all MLMs, ±5% error of C m will make their output power has a fluctuation of ±10% compared with ideal output power(20kW @ 0% error m ). According to (16) , using current closed-loop control can reduce this power fluctuation as we can make all MLMs has the same reference value of transmitter current. But unwanted reactive power still exists, we define power conversion rate pcr (pcr 1 @mode 1) to represent the ratio of load output power P out1 and the required inverter apparent power S inv1 . I inv1 is the inverter output current. Here, pcr 1 is equivalent to the displacement power factor(DPF) of the input impedance Z in1 because we neglect the parasitic resistances. Fig. 10(b) shows the power conversion rate at various load resistances with changing errors of C m . Due to unwanted reactive load caused by error m , pcr 1 decreases with the shifting of C m. From a whole, pcr 1 is over 95%, and it keeps at a relatively high value(99%) at heavy load. Fig. 11 shows the effects caused by errors of reactance X p1 . It is obvious that error 1 does not affect the output power as shown in Fig.11(a) because of unchanged I p1 . Fig. 11(b) shows the power conversion rate at various load resistances with changing errors of X p1 . pcr 1 also decreases with the shifting of X p1 . When considering ±5% error of X p1 , pcr 1 is under 80% at light load (R L = 20 ), but it performs relatively well(over 95%) at heavier load. Fig. 12 shows the effects caused by errors of reactance X p2 . The shifting of X p2 causes an unwanted reactive load which leads to the voltage loss of U inv . This voltage loss will increase when load resistance decreases because I inv1 increases. Due to these affects on U inv , I p1 will decrease with the shifting of X p2 as shown in Fig. 12(a) . And the smaller load resistance is, the more rapidly I p1 decreases. According to (16) , performance of P out1 is similar to I p1 's as shown in Fig. 12(b) . P out1 is about 16kW when considering ±5% error of X p2 at high load (R L = 4 ). It means a power reduction of 20% compared with ideal output power, and pcr 1 is under 90%(@±5% error 2 ) as shown in Fig. 12(c) .
For medium and high power application, due to the shifting of C m and X p2 , output power will have a fluctuation of over 10%, and power conversion rate will also have a reduction of 10%. The shifting of X p1 seems to have little effect on the system performance under mode 1 when error 1 is kept in a certain range(within ±5%). But if MLM works in mode 2, X p1 and X p2 will exchange their identity. Therefore, due to passive component errors, different MLMs and their different working modes will have different load output power even considering the same coupling and loading condition, which is not desired and cannot be ignored.
B. REDISTRIBUTION OF PASSIVE COMPONENTS
For multiple MLMs in MDS, passive component errors cannot be eliminated, but errors of equivalent reactance X p1 and X p2 can be reduced by special combinations of inductors L p1 (L p2 ) and capacitors C 1 (C 2 ). In other words, allocation of passive components to each MLM is not random, and a redistribution of multiple MLMs is proposed. Here, we consider 20 MLMs with 40 transmitters at high load(R L = 4 , M s = 54uH), and Z r is fixed. Errors of transmitter passive elements are within ±5%. Fig. 13 shows the load output power and power conversion rate of 40 MLMs before redistribution. Here, number 1 and number 2 transmitters belong to MLM1, number 3 and number 4 transmitters belong to MLM2 and so on. All MLMs have the same inverter output voltage(U inv = 300V). The crossover points are the output power of these MLMs under mode 1, and the square points are mode 2. From Fig. 13(a) , different MLMs and their own two working modes all have different output power, and their output power has a deviation of ±10% compared with ideal output power 20kW. Therefore, when EV is running over these 40 transmitters, its maximum(because M s = 54uH is the max mutual inductance) receiving power from transmitters will have a fluctuation of ±10% due to component errors.
To reduce this power fluctuation in the fixed coupling and loading condition, two problems should be solved. First, for a single MLM, two working modes should have the same output power. Thus, we hope X p1 can be equal to X p2 after redistribution. Second, for different MLMs, they need have the same output power. Thus, we hope to adjust the inverter output voltage of each MLM to adjust the output power.
For component errors in this section, the positive error and the negative error are exist simultaneously and their ranges are same(±5%), but it may not always be the case. Some components may only have positive error (or negative error). Sometimes positive error and negative error may have different ranges. In MDS, all MLMs have the same inverter working frequency according to (12) . Thus, it is not suitable to use original ideal values of components to design the tuned point in (11) . Hence, expression (11) should be modified based on the actual measured values.
Here, L p0(80%) , C 0(80%) and C m0(80%) are the average values of the actual measured values. But not all measured values of these components are used, we sort them by values, then remove the top 10% and bottom 10% to eliminate the impact of few individual values on the whole. Thus, only 80% of the actual measured values are used to calculate f 0 . VOLUME 6, 2018 We assume that the number of all MLMs is N . So we have 2N transmitter inductors {L p (1) , L p (2) , . . . , L p(2N) }, 2N series capacitors{C (1) , C (2) , . . . , C (2N) }, and N parallel 
We match large value capacitor and small value inductor as a group, then we get the equivalent inductance
Sort {L m(n) |n ∈ 2N } by value, and rename it {L m(n) |n ∈ 2N}.
Hence, when using N MLMs, components 2N +1−2n) ) and X p2 (L m (2N +2−2n) ) have the similar value in MLM n , so two working modes of each MLM have nearly the same output power as shown in Fig. 14(a) . Compared with the power conversion rate before redistribution in Fig. 13(b) , the newly pcr is improved obviously as shown in Fig. 14(b) (Details of Fig. 14(b) are shown in Fig.14(c) ). We can see that the power conversion rate of every MLM is over 99%. Because the errors of equivalent reactance X p1 and X p2 are reduced, and networks are tuned more properly after redistribution.
C. VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT OF MLMS
According to (16) and (17), output power of different MLMs is mainly decided by the parallel capacitor C m(n) (n ∈ N ). Thus, the inverter output voltage adjustment of each MLM is proposed to make different MLMs have the similar output power.
U inv0 is the ideal inverter output voltage, here, U inv0 =300V(RMS). U inv(n) is the adjusted inverter output voltage(voltage RMS) of every different MLM and is shown in Fig. 15 . Redistribution makes C m(n) sorted by value, so U inv(n) is also sorted by value after redistribution as shown in Fig. 15(b) . Fig. 16 shows the output power of MLMs with voltage adjustment before and after redistribution. Compared with VOLUME 6, 2018 Fig.13 (a) , before redistribution, voltage adjustment can make the output power of different MLMs be more close to the wanted ideal output power(20kW) as shown in Fig. 16(a) . But some MLMs still have great differences in their output power. After redistribution, we can see that voltage adjustment makes almost all MLMs have the same output power as shown in Fig. 16(b) (Details of Fig. 16(b) are shown in Fig.16(c)) .
As a consequence, redistribution of passive components in MDS can effectively reduce the reactive power loss of each MLM caused by component errors resulting in improved power conversion rate. Besides, the two working modes of a single MLM can be more symmetric(have same output power) after redistribution. With the adjustment of different inverter output voltage, different MLMs can have the same output power at the fixed reflected impedance. Therefore, even though component errors exist, different MLMs and their different working modes will still have the same load output power in the same coupling and loading condition, this is what we expect in MDS.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to verify the proposed MLM, an experimental prototype has been constructed. Multiple MLMs will be used in a real DWPT system, because each MLM operates independently and do not affect each other. Therefore, only one MLM was constructed and tested in the experiment. Fig. 17 is the photo of the laboratory prototype. A 20-kHz-level H-Bridge Inverter was used to drive A MLM with 316V voltage. The scale parameters of coupling mechanism are consistent with TABLE 1. The parameters of the prototype are listed in TABLE 5. Switching processes of a single MLM has been realized at low speed. Four position sensors are installed at B1, B2, D1, D2 to control the inverter turning on or off. And switches S1 and S2 operates manually (it is safe because during this operation inverter is off). The controlling order follows TABLE 3. MLM has turned into type 1 before receiver enters area b. When receiver arrives at B1, position sensor makes inverter turn on. When receiver arrives at B2, inverter turns off. During receiver is moving in area c, we make MLM turn into type 2 by switching S1 and S2 manually. Then inverter turns on when receiver arrives at D1. At last, position sensor makes inverter turn off when receiver arrives at D2. The result is shown in Fig. 18 . Fig. 19 shows the waveforms of MLM's two working modes at 6kW level(R L = 8 ). In Fig. 19 (a) , MLM works in mode 1 and receiver is at position B (Fig. 8) , load output power P out1 is 6.27kW and the power conversion rate pcr 1 is 72.7%. In Fig. 19(b) , MLM works in mode 2 and receiver is at position D, P out2 is 6.18kW and pcr 2 is 70.3%. Here, pcr is not very high because of the parasitic resistances and errorcaused reactive load. It should be noticed that redistribution method cannot be used for a single MLM.
We compared the costs of NIS, PDS and MDS based on the devices used in the laboratory prototype. Results are shown in TABLE 6, and 2 transmitters are used in these three systems for an example. Benefited from the sharing of capacitor C m and no additional inductor, MDS can save 75% costs of compensation network compared with NIS or PDS. Based on the shared inverter, MDS and PDS can reduce the number of power supplies by half compared with NIS, but they have extra costs of circuit-breakers S 1 and S 2 . In the real DWPT system, S 1 and S 1 must be auto-controlled and costs will increase. But compared with the costs of saved 50% inverters, these costs are relatively low.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a novel multiplexing LCC module(MLM) based on individual transmitter type for dynamic wireless power transfer. Due to shared capacitors and no additional inductors, MDS(MLM type DWPT System) can save 75% costs of compensation network compared to normal LCC type DWPT systems(NIS, PDS). Besides, 50% of power inverters can be saved based on sharing inverters. Special distribution method and matched control strategy of MLM are illustrated to make any two adjacent transmitters be controlled independently and simultaneously. Passive component errors should be a great concern especially for long-lane DWPT, and ±5% errors will make output power of different transmitters have a deviation of over 10%. Power conversion rate will also be reduced due to error-caused reactive load. Proposed redistribution of passive components in MDS can effectively reduce the error-caused reactive power loss of each MLM, and make the two working modes of a single MLM be more symmetric. With the proposed adjustment of different inverter output voltage, all MLMs can have the same output power at the fixed reflected impedance. In other words, when EV runs over these well-processed MLMs, its receiving power will not be affected by component errors. Finally, a 6 kW-level laboratory scale prototype system was constructed. Switching processes of a single MLM has been realized at low speed and the feasibility of MLM has been proved. C. C. CHAN (F'92) was born in 1937. His work is directly involved in the forefront of electric machines, electric drive, electric vehicles, and smart energy systems. He made great contributions in building up the fundamental theory of modern electric vehicles and exploring the correlation between energy and information. He proposed many insightful concepts most recently, including smart energy system, energy computer, and energy bank. He was elected as an Academician of the Chinese Academy of Engineering and a fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering, U.K., in 1997. VOLUME 6, 2018 
